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Cover Photo:  Farewell Cemetery; 
photo credit: Melissa Cole 

June 7 

Downtown Walking Tour  

Meet at McLaughlin Library, 2 pm 

$5/person;  Free for OHS  

 

July 5 

Grandpa Henry’s Picnic 

Henry House Gardens, 12-4pm 

$5/person; Free for OHS Members 

 

September 13 

Annual Union Cemetery Tour 

Meet at Front Gates, 2pm 

$5/person; Free for OHS Members 

 

September  15 

Speaker Series 

Laura Suchan & Melissa Cole Present: Oshawa’s 

Union Cemetery 

McLaughlin Library Auditorium,  7pm 

$3/person; Free for OHS Members 
 

~~~~~ 

Tea & Talks, 1pm 

June 28 

The Streets of Oshawa: Stories Behind the Names 

 

July 26 

Garden Tour 

 

August 30 

The Language of Fans, Flowers & Calling Cards 
 

~~~~~ 

Yoga in the Garden 

Every Friday morning, June through August 

10am, Henry House Gardens 

Mandate of the Oshawa Historical Society 

The mandate of the Oshawa Historical Society is to bring together 

those individuals interested in the diverse historical aspects of 

Oshawa and to research, retain, preserve and present historical 

information pertaining to the Oshawa area. The Oshawa Historical 

Society maintains, as an agent for the City of Oshawa, the Oshawa 

Community Museum.  
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Join the OCM on the first Sunday of every 
month and immerse yourself in history! Every 
Sunday FUNday brings a new hands-on 
activity!  Drop in between 12 & 4pm.  
 
June 7 
Cultural Communities: Just in time for Fiesta 
Week, learn about the British and Irish culture 
and traditions celebrated by the Robinson, 
Guy and Henry families before they came to 
Canada. 

July 5 
Thomas Henry’s Grandpa’s Picnic: Thomas Henry held annual picnics for his 
grandchildren every May. His children were invited, but told their kids were 
the honoured guests. Learn to make ice cream and play croquet. 

August 2 
Garden Weaving: A community art project. 

September 6 
Butter Making: Learn how to churn butter and sample what you make! 

On Display June 29 - August 31 2015 

Closeups: 
Margaret Rodgers 

Selections from the 
Thomas Bouckley 

Collection 

Guy House, Oshawa Community Museum 
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I’m back … both as your President and from another 

adventure. I am pleased to once again be heading up 

the Board of this wonderful organization and being an 

active part of this great family of local history buffs 

and dedicated staff and volunteers. This will likely be 

my last term as president, and I look forward to taking 

our planning process to next steps to ensure that we 

continue to build on the legacy of the many committed people who have made 

the OHS and its museum and archives what they are today.  

Without a strong plan for the future, it is easy to fall into complacency that 

while comfortable, does not allow us to be all that we can be or to take 

advantage of opportunities that come our way. As I have mentioned before, 

Oshawa’s developing waterfront plan and Oshawa’s recent commitment to a 

more formal cultural plan and focus for Oshawa will undoubtedly create 

opportunities for us on both counts.  

As for the adventure that Mary Ellen and I have 

just returned from, it was one that exposed us 

to the history and culture of BC‘s West Coast. 

Last September we signed up for a tall-ship 

adventure into the Great Bear Rain Forest that 

is about 1,000 km north of Vancouver to the 

Princess Royal Island area. The trip was on the 

Maple Leaf, a 92-foot schooner built in Vancouver in 1905. It started its life as 

a luxury yacht, but history was not kind to it and it was stripped down to aid 

WWI and then served as a halibut fisher for many years. In the 1980s it was 

purchased and refitted to its original state with the aid of the descendants of 

its original owners. It is now the flag ship of Maple Leaf Adventures which 

conducts eco tours all up and down the West Coast. That company 

subsequently acquired an ocean-going tug called Swell, built in 1912, which 

had been rescued from decay and rot and repurposed as a cruise boat.  
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Mary Ellen and I were fortunate to be a part of 

the Swell’s inaugural voyage with its new 

owners in May. Francis James, a Native elder 

from Galiano Island, was on board to conduct a 

blessing ceremony and then accompanied us 

on the first part of a 5-day cruise through the 

historic Gulf Islands. Francis served as an 

historian and cultural interpreter of local Native 

culture and history. Through her I learned a great deal including the true 

history of middens. I had always considered the heaps of cast-off shells on the 

shores of lakes and bays as garbage dumps for early Native settlements. 

Through her story telling, Francis helped us understand that her ancestors 

recycled shells from their campsites to condition unstable soils along 

shorelines to protect them from erosion. In some cases they layered whole 

shells like tiles on a roof to further protect shorelines.  

Because they revered these lands as essential to their well-being, they also 

used them as burial sites. In fact, during a visit to a large midden site, Francis 

was able to identify a human bone fragment that she used to teach us about 

this practice. She allowed me to show the piece to our group and taught me to 

handle it with respect and reverence and then to return it carefully to its 

resting place. I will no longer refer to these sites as garbage dumps and will 

respect the posted signs that indicate that they are to be treated as protected 

sites.  

Our lives have certainly been enriched by shared stories of historical 

happenings and through shared cross-cultural 

experiences. We have also been enriched by 

the dedication, hard work and financial 

investment of people who value and preserve 

historic sites, buildings and vessels that have 

stores to tell. It is my hope that as an OHS 

family we can continue to do the same in our 

local area for generations to come.  

Francis James, Galiano Island 

elder 
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By Melissa Cole, Curator 

The Oshawa Community Museum’s current 

exhibition is Mourning After: The Victorian 

Celebration of Death.  This exhibit explores 19th and 

early 20th century death and funeral customs by 

drawing on museum and private collections 

through mourning dress, death and memorial 

photography, tombstone motifs, hairwork and 

other mementos of the funeral ceremony.  The 

area of the exhibit which highlights tombstone 

motifs and cemeteries includes a unique collection of coffin jewellery that was 

acquired by the OCM after the archaeological examination of Farewell Cemetery in 

1992.  Why did this examination take place? 

The excavation of a graveyard is not done merely as a historical investigation, but out 

of necessity.  In 1992 when the Regional Municipality of Durham proposed to expand 

Harmony Road, it was suspected that there were unauthorized burials located outside 

of the Farewell Cemetery’s boundaries.   The following is a quote from the 

Commissioner’s report to the Works Committee of the Regional Municipality of 

Durham, (Report 92-W-154, Sept. 22, 1992): 

“Pre-engineering studies undertaken in preparation for the proposed 

reconstruction of Harmony Road (Regional Road No. 33) between Bloor 

Street and King Street have revealed that approximately 36 graves within 

the Farewell Pioneer Cemetery are presently outside the boundary of this 

cemetery and are encroaching on the right-of-way allowance of this 

dedicated thoroughfare.  In order to align Harmony Road for the proposed 

widening from two to four lanes, it is necessary to reclaim the Regional 

Road allowance.” 

Once the necessity for an archaeological excavation had been proven, it was 

imperative that all aspects of the project be handled in a professional and accountable 

manner.  This is done not only out of respect for the individuals buried there but also 

because of the wealth of information that proper excavation and artifact care can 

produce.  A wide variety of professionals became involved in the project and the staff 

from the Oshawa Community Museum were willing witnesses to every step.  

Specifically trained archaeologists were selected for the excavation.  Archaeological 

Services Inc. (ASI) was contracted by the Region of Durham to assess the impact and 

complete the mitigation of Farewell Cemetery.   

Farewell Cemetery, Oshawa 
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Archaeologist, Chris Dudar, who directed the 

excavation was given the title, Project 

Osteologist.  An osteologist is a bone expert 

who is able to discern sex, age and some 

diseases from skeletal remains.  Each grave 

was excavated individually, and sketches and 

notes were made as they worked.  After the 

excavation was completed, the remains were 

reinterred in a spot within the cemetery 

confines.  Personal items found with the 

graves were reburied and the coffin hardware was removed for analysis.  

The coffin hardware was studied by the archaeologists and found valuable in a 

comparison study of similar sites found in Ontario.  A chronology of coffin hardware 

had been assembled and was used to date the burials.  The chronology that they used 

indicates style types and when various decorations appear.  According to Woodley 

(1992), rectangular coffins replaced hexagonal coffins sometime after 1850.  During 

this time coffins began to include more hardware items, beginning with two forms of 

plaques or name plates, swing bail handles (c.1860) and white metal coffin screws 

(c.1860 onward), decorative tin studs (c.1870 onward) and viewing windows and short 

bar handles (1878 onward).  Paul Faris of the Humber College, Funerary Program 

informed ASI that the term undertaker evolved in reference to the cabinet makers who 

made coffins when they were required.  The coffins were unadorned, and from the 

middle of the 19th century coffin decoration became more elaborate.  Family members 

could create a unique coffin.    

The Oshawa Community Museum was 

fortunate to receive this collection after the 

archaeologists had completed their study and 

report.  Examples of name plates, swing bail 

handles, tin studs and viewing windows are 

currently on display in the exhibition 

Mourning After which is on display until 

November 2015.   

Excavation in progress, 1992 

Coffin hardware found during the 

Farewell Cemetery excavation 
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By Lisa Terech, Community Engagement 

I don’t know about you, but when I hear the name 
‘Disney,’ my mind automatically jumps to the 
infamous mouse and anything animated.  Oh, the 
great strength and success of branding.  Because 
Disney is such a notable name, one might wonder 
why there is a building in Downtown Oshawa called 
the Disney Building.  I will just come out and say it, 
no, Walt has no known ties to our City!  But Oshawa 
did have its own set of Disney brothers who left a 
lasting mark on Oshawa’s downtown. 

In 1882, John E. Disney married Sarah McKittrick, and 
together they had three sons.  William Frederick was 
born in 1883, Llewellyn Victor was born in 1888, and 
Roy Stanley was born in 1893.   

LV and RS made their names known through their successful furniture and 
undertaking business.  In 1888, a man named Alex McLean began the business, 
which LV bought in 1909.  The brothers established an ambulance service, 
which was boasted as the finest ambulance between Toronto and Montreal.   

The undertaking business operated at various addresses around downtown 
Oshawa, including along Simcoe Street and on Bond Street.  By 1923, the 
Disney Funeral Service was found at 31 King Street East; in 1924, the building 
at 27-33 King Street East is known as the Disney Block. It was originally built in 
1920, and still stands in our downtown, remarkable due to the archway 
featuring the designation ‘Disney 
Building.’ 

LV Disney had a variety of other 
interests, including real estate and 
local politics, serving as an 
Alderman.  In 1930, Matthew F. 
Armstrong purchased the funeral 
business, changing the name to 
Armstrong Funeral Home.  It still 
operates today at 124 King Street 
East, a location they have occupied 
since 1936. 

Disney Building, 27-33 

King Street East  

The Disney Brothers and their horse-drawn 

ambulance 
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By Jennifer Weymark, Archivist 

This summer marks an important date in a 
story that I have been sharing with our 
community.  On August 30, 100 years ago, 
William Garrow enlisted with the Canadian 
Over-seas Expeditionary Force and began a 
journey that would see his life ended nine 
months later. 

A great deal of information can be learned 
from the attestation papers completed by 
Garrow upon his enlistment.  We learn that 
he was named after his father and, in turn, 
named his father next of kin. The form also 
tells us that he worked as an upholsterer 
prior to enlisting.  The 1901 census notes 
that his father worked as a carriage 
labourer, so it is possible that Garrow 
worked as an upholsterer at one of the carriage companies in Oshawa.  At this 
time, this is simply a guess but it is at least an educated guess. 

The form also provides us with a better idea of what Garrow looked like.   
There are few remaining photographs of him, and only one that is from just 
prior to his enlistment, so this can help us to better understand what he looked 
like.  According to the form, Garrow was not overly tall at 5 ft., 5 ¼ in. We know 
that he had brown hair with blue eyes, something that could not be 
deciphered from the photographs.  

We discover that Garrow enlisted in Montreal.  It is unclear as to why he 
travelled to Montreal to enlist as he ended up with the Princess Patricia’s 
Canadian Light Infantry and not with the Royal Montreal Regiment. Perhaps 
enlisting in Montreal put him that much closer to heading overseas.  My 
research on the life of William Garrow is ongoing and hopefully one day I will 
be able to uncover answers to these questions. 

 

See the following pages for the copy of William Garrow’s Attestation Papers. 
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By Nadia, Social Media Co-op Student 

Although my time at the Oshawa 

Community Museum is limited, my 

favourite project thus far is when I 

worked with Photoshop to integrate 

modern and vintage photographs. 

Capturing the right angle was 

straightforward for me, it was Photoshop that I had a few difficulties with. I 

was new to the program - I had only used it twice before, so I felt slightly inept 

at the beginning. My first photo took me three times as long as my last 

photograph did! Even though I was at a slow start, I loved every second of it. 

This assignment was a challenge for me, something that brought out my 

perfectionist side. I spent a bit of time puzzled with how to make the two 

photos transition smoothly, but after I got comfortable with the tools on 

Photoshop, creating the finishing images was simple. I spent a lot of time on 

this assignment, compared to my other 

ones, so I felt very accomplished at the 

end. I was able reflect back on my 

photos and realize that great effort truly 

does pay off. I loved being able to share 

the photos with my friends and my co-

op teacher at O’Neill.  

Images of the houses were 

captured by Nadia and blended 

with historic images from the 

Oshawa Archival collection 
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By Jill Passmore, Visitor Experience Co-ordinator 

This spring marks 13 years since the first 
bricks were placed in the Henry House 
garden. Since then, we have seen 
members come and go, but we always 
remember those that are with us in the 
garden. The bricks are complimented on 
all the time during the warm months 
that we do programming in the garden. 
Admired by those at the Victorian Teas 
and the interests of kids are piqued 
during our kids programs. 

Each brick costs $50 and is professionally engraved at Stafford Monuments in 
Whitby.  Tax receipts are available. Revenues raised by this fundraiser are put 
right back into the garden when used to buy plants and items for maintenance 
and upkeep. 

If you are a new member, this is a fantastic way to (literally) get your name out 
there! If you are an old member that hasn’t yet bought a brick, this is your 
chance! Garden bricks also make for wonderful gifts. Bricks will be placed in 
the garden in the summer of 2015. 

Forms are found on the Oshawa 
Museum Website, or they can be 
emailed or picked up at the 
Museum.  Contact Jill for more 
information.  

Henry House Gardens 

Add your name to the Museum landscape 

http://www.oshawamuseum.org/pdf/Garden_Brick_Form.pdf
http://www.oshawamuseum.org/pdf/Garden_Brick_Form.pdf
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By Lisa Terech, Community Engagement 

In my role at the Museum, I wear many different hats.  The Historical Society knows me 
as the membership co-ordinator, helping to run the Monthly Speaker Series, but I also 
co-ordinate outreach events, co-ordinate the Oshawa Museum Youth volunteers, and 
manage the online presence of the Museum through Social Media.  Recently, on the 
Oshawa Museum Blog, I began a series of posts looking into the history behind 
Oshawa’s street names, and below was the first post of this series, about Simcoe St.   

For more posts like this, visit OshawaMuseum.wordpress.com. 
 

Maps fascinate me.  I remember road trips with my grandparents, and in one 
of the pockets behind the front seats, there would be a Map Art atlas for the 
Greater Toronto Area; while they drove from Point A to Point B, I would study 
the maps.  I found the Oshawa maps particularly interesting, partly because it 
was my hometown, but also because the subdivisions had themes.  I could 
search and find the authors, the Arthurian Legend Streets, the birds, the 
flowers!  Once I started working with Oshawa’s history, I began to appreciate 
the meanings and the stories behind some of our more well travelled arteries. 

Simcoe Street is one such roadway.  It is not only a major north-south road for 
Oshawa, but as a Regional Road, it also traverses through Scugog Township 
(Port Perry) and Brock Township, measuring almost 62 kilometres in length!  I 
drive along Simcoe Street on a daily basis because the Museum is located right 
at the foot of Simcoe Street, at its southern terminus at Lake Ontario. 

Simcoe Street is not the best example to start with if I am looking to share the 
local histories behind Oshawa’s street names, but rather I will start with 
Simcoe because its story is one that is shared with other ‘Simcoe’ places in 
Ontario.  It received its name from the first 
Lieutenant Governor of Upper Canada from 1791 to 
1796, John Graves Simcoe. Simcoe was responsible 
for a number of improvements to the newly created 
province, including the first Act Against Slavery in all 
of the British Empire, the founding of York (Toronto) 
and laying the foundation for their road system, 
including the foundation of two major roads, Yonge 
Street and Dundas Street, and began the policy of 
granting land to settlers leaving the US after the 
Revolutionary War. 

Basically, Simcoe was kinda a big deal. John Graves Simcoe 

http://www.oshawamuseum.wordpress.com
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Locally, Simcoe Street has been in use for 
almost 200 years.  Samuel Pedlar makes 
note in his papers about a settler named 
George Hinkson who, “in the year 1828… 
underbrushed and blazed the Reach Road 
from the settlement on the 2nd 
concession (now Oshawa) to the 
Widdifield Creek in the 4th concession.”   
Historically, Simcoe Street has also gone 
by the name Reach Road, perhaps 

because it eventually travelled north to Reach Township.  Pedlar also talks of 
others in the 1820s who worked to clear the road from Oshawa to Prince 
Albert. 

It feels like a very modern concern, to take issue with road conditions and road 
improvements, but it appears that in 1840s, a number of concerned citizens 
were writing to Robert Baldwin, Premier from 1843-46, about local road 
improvements.  The main bone of contention was where to put improvements, 
with Oshawa citizens wanting to see Simcoe Street developed, which in turn 
would facilitate business from the Sydenham Harbour through the village of 
Oshawa and then to the northern townships; Peter Perry, of Whitby on the 
other side of the argument, advocated funds going towards a road leading 
north from Windsor Bay (Whitby).  Ultimately money was given to both 
projects, but not before passionate letters from both sides were sent to 
Baldwin throughout the mid-1840s. I’m rather amused that road 
improvements were fought about over 150 years ago, and it still is today.  It’s 
reassuring, perhaps, that somethings never change. 

Simcoe Street was one of the first paved streets in Oshawa, with the Asphalt 
Paving Co. of Windsor being awarded the contract in 1911.  It was paved from 
the south side of Richmond and Dukes Streets (the story of these two streets 
could be told another day), to the south side of Athol Street.  Also paved were 
Athol Street and King Street.  This paving process did not impede businesses, 
and it drew crowds of by-standers to watch the modernization take place. 

Simcoe Street is a major road for Oshawa and Durham Region, and it has been 
host to parades, celebrations, shops, restaurants, education, and culture; along 
Simcoe Street, one can find the Oshawa Community Museum, the Canadian 
Automotive Museum, and Parkwood Estate (with the Robert McLaughlin 
Gallery being just off Simcoe).  Simcoe and King form the Four Corners, the 
dividing line for north/south/east/west, but it is at the Four Corners that our 
community truly grew together, expanded, and flourished. 

Simcoe and Metcalfe Streets 
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By Laura Suchan, Executive Director 

“We make a living by what we get. We make a life by what we give.”  

― Winston Churchill 

Donations to the Artifact fund are used to fund projects based on criteria 
developed by the Board of Directors.  Specifically the funds and interest 
derived from the funds may be used to finance: 

1. The purchase of artifacts historically relevant to Oshawa;  
2. The restoration or conservation of artifacts in the collection; 
3. Projects relating to improving the accessibility of the collection; 
4. The purchase of items and services as deemed appropriate by the 

Board of Directors to support the above. 

Under no circumstances will the fund be used to finance operating expenses. 

 

This framed sampler, made by Harriet Cock in 1827 
when she was 9 years old, is the next project to be 
funded from the Artifact fund.  Harriet is the 
daughter of Harriet “Granny” Cock and the wife of 
Thomas Guy Jr. The sampler arrived at the 
Museum in 2013 as part of the Dr. Bruce Guy 
Sadler Collection and was recently assessed by 
Conservator Miriam Harris.  Miriam determined 
the sampler needs the following treatment for 
stabilization and preservation: 

 Remove the matt 

 Remove tape 

 Surface clean sampler 

 Mount sampler onto fabric support 

 Clean frame and polish 

The estimated cost of treatment is $900 and will be funded by the recent 
generous donations by Tedd Hann and Frank and Pearl Cooper.  Thank you for 
your continued support of our activities. 

Donations to the Artifact fund are accepted at any time of the year and in most 
cases are eligible for a tax receipt. 

013.2.1  - Harriet Cock 

Sampler 
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Two handy websites to remember: 

www.oshawahistoricalsociety.org  — News, info, 

pictures, all related to the Oshawa Historical Society  

oshawamuseum.wordpress.com— Our blog is a great 

place to visit for interesting articles between 

newsletters!   There is a new post every week, so visit 

often! 

September 15 
Laura Suchan and Melissa Cole, OCM 

Oshawa’s Union Cemetery 
 

October 20 
CANADIGM 

Canada and WWI 
 

November 17 
6th Annual Research Symposium 

After the Summer Break, you have these speakers to look 

forward to! 

Canadian Automotive Museum 

Curator Alexander Gates at April’s 

Speaker Series;  

Photo courtesy Robert T. Bell 
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We Service All Makes and 
Models 

 

COOPER’S 
AUTO 

SERVICES 
Since 1946 

 

Oshawa’s Only Downtown Gas 
Station 

At the corner of Bruce and 
Albert (Next to the GM Centre) 

5 Licensed Mechanics at 
Reasonable Rates 

Drive Clean Testing 
 

Visit us at 
www.coopersautoservices.com 

Interested in Advertising?  Contact Lisa for more information 

905-436-7624 x 106, membership@oshawamuseum.org 



Name:  

Address:  

  

Phone:  

Email*:  

Oshawa Historical Society, 1450 Simcoe St. S. Oshawa, ON L1H 8S8 

Tel: 905-436-7624 ● membership@oshawamuseum.org ● www.oshawamuseum.org 

Membership Information: 

Membership Fees: (please select one)  

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

DATE RECEIVED: ______________________________ 

RECEIVED BY:_________________________________ 

PAYMENT METHOD: ___________________________ 

Category 
E-news Membership 
(with valid email address) 

Paper Newsletter 
Membership Total 

⃝   Individual $20 $25 $_______ 

⃝   Family $25 $30 $_______ 

⃝   Student $5 $10 $_______ 

⃝   Community 
Organization 

$25 $30 $_______ 

⃝   Corporate $30 $35 $_______ 

⃝   Life ($200 tax receipt 

issued) 
$300 $300 $_______ 

⃝   Friends of the 
Society ($40 tax 

receipt issued) 
$60 $65 $_______ 

Donations       

⃝   I would like to support the work of the Oshawa Historical Society with 
an optional donation of $_____________ 

$________ 


